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The phase behavior of mixtures of magnetic colloids and a nonadsorbing polymer has been investigated
using mean field theory. The polymer in this mixture causes an effective isotropic attraction (depletion
attraction) between the magnetic colloids, the range and strength of which can be varied independently
from the (anisotropic) dipole-dipole interaction. Calculations within this mean field approximation show
that in the absence of a magnetic field a magnetic colloid-polymer mixture may phase separate into a
polymer-rich colloidal gas and a polymer-poor colloidal liquid. Upon application of a magnetic field, the
minimum amount of polymer needed to destabilize the mixture is reduced. However, for a dipole-dipole
interaction strength typical for real ferrofluids, this reduction is insufficient to give phase coexistence in
a polymer-free ferrofluid. The theory also suggests that free oleic acid, which is present in many ferrofluids,
may decrease a ferrofluid’s stability in the same way that a polymer does.

1. Introduction

Ferrofluids are colloidal dispersions of ferro- or ferri-
magnetic particles in a nonmagnetic solvent.1 An example
of such particles is spherical magnetite (Fe3O4) particles
with a typical size of 10 nm, which are present in many
ferrofluids. Because of its monodomain nature, each
particle has a permanent magnetic dipole moment. The
macroscopic properties of ferrofluids are therefore fre-
quently compared with dipolar hard sphere (DHS) fluid
theories.

Theoretical predictions on the phase behavior of DHS
fluids are still controversial.2,3 On one hand, various
theories such as mean field theories,4-6 mean spherical
approximation,7 and perturbation theories8 predict the
existence of a gas-liquid equilibrium even in the absence
of a magnetic field. On the other hand, computer simula-
tions9,10 fail to find such an equilibrium, except when
isotropic attraction is present in addition to dipolar
interaction.9

Experimentally, colloidal gas-liquid phase separation
hasbeenobserved in ferrofluidsundervariousconditions.11

For example, application of a magnetic field to a stable
ferrofluid can induce the formation of concentrated
droplets in a dilute background.12-16 In zero field, charge-

stabilized magnetic fluids become thermodynamically
unstable when the ionic strength exceeds a critical
value.17-19 Sterically stabilized magnetic colloids can be
made to phase separate by reducing the solvent quality20

or adding a nonadsorbing polymer.21 All instabilities in
zero field probably involve a significant amount of isotropic
attraction, in the form of either van der Waals attraction
in aqueous ferrofluids19 and ferrofluids in a poor solvent
or depletion attraction in mixtures of magnetic particles
and free polymer.21 Clearly, the DHS description of
ferrofluids is insufficient to describe the observed behavior.

In this paper, a mean field theory is described which is
used to predict the phase behavior of ferrofluids containing
free polymer. The polymer induces an effective attraction
(depletion attraction) between the magnetic particles with
a strength proportional to the polymer concentration and
a range comparable to the size of the polymer coils.22,23

Thus depletion attraction provides a means to vary
isotropic attraction independently from magnetic interac-
tion, making it possible to experimentally study the effects
of both types of interaction on the phase behavior of
ferrofluids. In an accompanying paper24 we report on an
experimental study of a ferrofluid-polymer mixture.

The theory described here is a combination of the “free
volume approach” for colloid-polymer mixtures25 and
perturbation theory for DHS fluids.8 Calculations on
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systems with a magnetic interaction strength comparable
to or somewhat higher than that in commonly used oleic
acid stabilized ferrofluids show that field-induced phase
separation does not occur in such ferrofluids, contrary to
several reported experimental findings12-16 is in agree-
ment with our experimental results on a ferrofluid from
which clusters and free oleic acid had been removed.24

With sufficient free polymer present, the system exhibits
gas-liquid separation even in zero field. Moreover, phase
separation is promoted by application of a magnetic field.
As a final note, it is shown that removing free surfactant
from oleic acid-stabilized ferrofluids may prove beneficial
for the stability of these ferrofluids.

2. Theory
The principle of depletion attraction can be understood

by considering two colloidal spheres with diameter d,
immersed in a solution containing polymer coils with
diameter dp. The polymers are treated here as being
interpenetrable with respect to each other, but hard
repulsive toward the colloids. Therefore, each colloid is
surrounded by a“depletion zone” which is free of polymer.
If the colloids are at a distance at which their depletion
zones overlap (Figure 1), polymer is absent between
the colloids, resulting in an osmotic pressure difference,
Πp, pushing these colloids together. This effective attrac-
tion has a range of (d + dp) and a minimum energy of
-ΠpVoverlap, thus depending on the polymer concentration.

In this paper, the phase behavior of mixtures of mag-
netic colloids and polymer is considered. Therefore, the
interaction between the magnetic dipole moments m
embedded in the colloids and the interaction of these
dipoles with an external magnetic field H must also be
taken into account. The total potential energy of the system
containing N colloidal particles and Np polymer coils is

where uhs(rij) is the hard-sphere pair potential between
two colloids at distance rij and udd(rij,Ωi,Ωj) is the interac-
tion between two dipoles mi ) m(Ωi) and mj ) m(Ωj)
connected by the vector rij ) rj - ri

where â ) (kT)-1, λ is a dimensionless coupling constant
measuring the dipole-dipole interaction strength, µ0 is
the permeability of vacuum, and m is the dipole moment.
Circumflexes denote unit vectors. The interaction of a
dipole with an external field is described by

Note that the expressions for λ and R in eqs (2) and (3) are
specific for the SI unit system. The remainder of this
section is independent of the chosen unit system.

The polymer coils are regarded as nonadditive hard
spheres, i.e., they experience no interaction with other
polymer coils, but behave as hard spheres toward colloids.
This colloid-polymer interaction is given by ucp(r̃ij) and
depends on the colloid-polymer distance r̃ij ) |r̃j - ri|.

The phase diagram of the magnetic colloid-polymer
mixture is calculated under constant volume restriction.
The configuration integral for the system is

Because of the nonadditivity of the polymer coils, each
integral over a coil center r̃i can be evaluated individually,
each giving the volume accessible to a polymer at a certain
magnetic colloid configuration, Vfree(rN). As an approxi-
mation, the configuration-dependent Vfree(rN) is replaced
by its mean value 〈Vfree〉0, calculated by averaging over all
configurations of a pure hard sphere fluid. Thus the
influence of polymers and dipolar interactions on the free
volume is neglected. With this, eq 4 becomes

where the integral in (5) is the configuration integral ZDHS
of a pure dipolar hard sphere system and fV ) 〈Vfree〉0, so
f is the fractionof theentirevolume Vaccessible topolymer.
TheHelmholtz freeenergy F ) F id - kT ln(Z/VN+Np) derived
from (5) is now the sum of a dipolar hard sphere part,
FDHS, and a polymer part, Fp

where φp is the polymer “volume fraction” Np(π/6)dp
3/V.

The free volume fraction f can be obtained by using the
scaled particle theory,26 yielding

where φc ) N(π/6)d3/V is the colloid volume fraction, A )
3q + 3q2 + q3, B ) 9q2/2 + 3q3, C ) 3q3, and q is the
polymer-to-colloid size ratio: q ) dp/d.

The free energy of dipolar hard spheres has been derived
via various routes,4,8,27-29 but most of them are not
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Figure 1. Two magnetic colloids at close distance experience
an effective isotropic attraction, induced by the surrounding
polymers.
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applicable to magnetized systems. Because we are inter-
ested in the effect of a magnetic field, our choice is limited
to two theories: the self-consistent field theory4 and the
perturbation theory.8 The former is well-known in solid-
state physics but has the questionable property of
predicting spontaneous magnetization, even at low con-
centration or moderate interaction strength. Up to now,
spontaneously magnetized ferrofluids have not been
observed experimentally, and computer simulations only
find spontaneous magnetization at high densities and
strong interaction (e.g., φc ) 0.42 and λ ) 5.3 for dipolar
hard spheres,30 φc ) 0.31 and λ ) 6.7 for dipolar soft
spheres31). Moreover, the concentration dependence of the
magnetic susceptibility of ferrofluids deviates significantly
from the susceptibility predicted by the self-consistent
field theory.32-34 Predictions done with perturbation theory
are in better agreement with the measurements. We
therefore choose to use this theory, despite its limitation
to weak interaction strength.

If dipole-dipole interactions are weak compared to
kT, the part of ZDHS containing dipole-dipole interactions
can be rewritten in terms of Mayer functions Φdd(ij) )
exp[-âudd(rij,Ωi,Ωj)] - 1 and the product of all
(Φdd(ij) + 1) can be expanded

Since the integration volumes are the same for all dipole
pairs, the sum of Mayer functions gives N(N - 1) identical
terms Φdd (12) hence integration over the orientations Ω3
to ΩN can be carried out immediately, resulting in one
term sinh(R)/R for each dipole. By integration over the
positions r3 to rN, the (hard sphere) pair distribution
function g2(r12)35 can be introduced into (8)

where vc ) (π/6)d3 is the volume of a magnetic particle.
Combined with (6), eq 9 gives the total free energy of

the magnetic colloid-polymer mixture

To calculate G(T,H), the Mayer function is Taylor ex-
panded and only the linear and quadratic term are

retained. Integration over some of the angular coordinates
can be evaluated without assumptions, giving

where g0(r12) is the radial distribution function and
L(R) ) coth(R) - R-1 is the Langevin function.

It is important to note that integration of (3 cos2 θr -
1) over the surface of a sphere gives 0.6 Because of this
and the long-range 1/r3 dependence of dipolar interaction,
the only nonzero contributions to the integral can come
from the outer regions of the system, where the sample
shape can prohibit integration over all angles θr and φr.
G(T,H) therefore depends on the macroscopic shape of
the system; as in refs 4, 6, and 8 we consider a needle-
shaped sample here with the long axis parallel to the
external field. And since g0(r12) f 1 as r12 f ∞, the integral
does not depend on the actual structure of the colloidal
dispersion. The second integral does depend on g0(r12).
Here, the low concentration approximation g0(r12) ) 1 for
r12 g d is used.

Under the given conditions, G(T,H) becomes

The term between brackets, which is between 1 and 6/5 for
all values of R, is not included in ref 8. Equations 10 and
12 can also be found by Taylor expanding FDHS around
λ ) 036 and neglecting dipolar interactions beyond the
pair level.

From (10), the chemical potential and pressure can be
derived

The hard-sphere parts in (13) and (15) are taken from the
scaled particle theory.26

According to (14), the volume fraction of polymer in
the available volume, φp/f, is the same for two phases
in equilibrium. Finding the composition for two co-
existing phases I and II therefore comes down to
solving µc

I(φc
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II(φc
II,φp/f,R) and PI(φc
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PII(φc

II,φp/f,R) at a given R and φp/f. The true polymer
concentration in each phase follows from the imposed
φp/f and f for each phase.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Phase Diagrams. Phase diagrams were calculated
for a polymer/colloid size ratio q ) 0.5, a value that gives
good agreement between the theoretically and experi-
mentally24 found colloid concentration at the critical point.

The most commonly used ferrofluid contains particles
with a magnetite (Fe3O4) core with a diameter dc of
typically 10 nm, and an oleic acid shell to make them
soluble in apolar solvents.1 Their magnetic moment is
m ) (π/6)dc

3MFe3O4, where MFe3O4 ) 4.8 × 105 A m-1 and
is the bulk saturation magnetization of magnetite. As-
suming an oleic acid shell thickness of 2 nm, an interaction
parameter λ ) 0.56 is found, corresponding to a maximum
magnetic attraction of -1.1 kT between two particles.

Figure 2 shows phase diagrams calculated for λ ) 0.5
and three different field strengths: R ) 0, R ) 2 (typically
achievable by a small electromagnet), and R ) 106

(approaching the situation of complete alignment). The
destabilizing effect of a magnetic field is clear from Figure
2: at a given colloid concentration, a colloid-polymer
mixture phase separates at lower polymer concentration
in a field than it does in zero field. Over the entire φc

range, phase instabilities can be found at roughly 7%
(R ) 2) or 17% (R ) 106) lower φp.

Although the strength of dipolar interaction is signifi-
cant when λ ) 0.5, its influence on the phase diagram is
weaker than one might at first expect. The weak effect is
due to the anisotropic nature of the dipolar interaction,
which makes some configurations in the integration in
(9) cancel each other. The difference with isotropic
attraction can be illustrated by deriving the free energy
for a system of spheres with isotropic mutual attraction,
u ) -C/r6, using perturbation theory.35 This yields

where γ ) âC/d3 and represents the attraction, relative
to kT, between particles at closest distance. As in (11), the
low concentration approximation g0(r12) ) 1 for r12 g d
was used in (16). Now consider a simplified form of eq 10:
if the magnetic moments are completely aligned (L(R) )
1) and λ is small, the second term in (12) is negligible and
the correction to the hard sphere free energy is -4NkTφλ.
This means that for the same strength of pair interaction,
the correction to the hard sphere free energy due to
isotropic attraction is six times as high as the correction
due to dipolar interaction (note again that λ denotes half
the maximum attraction).

Phase diagrams for λ ) 1 (Figure 2) are similar to those
for λ ) 0.5, but the effect of a magnetic field is stronger:
the lowering of the binodal upon application of an external
field is about 10% for R ) 2 and 41% for R ) 106.

3.2. Critical Point and Critical λ. The critical point,
in particular φp, depends on both the strength of the
external field and the strength of dipole-dipole interac-
tion. The shift of the critical point toward lower φp upon
increasing R and/or λ was already evident from Figure 2
but is explicitly plotted as a function of λ in Figure 3. In
zero field, magnetic interaction hardly influences the
position of the critical point, e.g., at λ ) 0.7, φp is lowered
by merely 5%. At (nearly) infinite field strength, the
influence of dipolar interaction is much more pro-
nounced: now, λ ) 0.15 already suffices to lower φp by 5%.

At φp ) 0, the critical points correspond to the critical
points of pure dipolar hard sphere fluids. In the absence
of a magnetic field, the critical value of λ for isotropic
gas-liquid coexistence according to perturbation theory
is 2.83. However, the problem of whether dipolar hard
sphere fluids can phase separate in zero field is still not
resolved; in the past 30 years, theoretical and simulation
results both in favor37-39 and against it9,40,41 have been
reported. The result found with perturbation theory
certainly does not clarify this question, because λ is clearly
out of the range where the expansions described in the
theory section are valid.

At infinite field strength and in the absence of polymer,
the critical value of λ for magnetized gas-liquid coexist-
ence is 1.62. This value differs significantly and is much
higher than the λ > 0.95 for a magnetic lattice gas model.5
It is, on the other hand, much lower than the limit of
λ > 5.6 found by Monte Carlo simulations.42 It should be
noted, however, that the aforementioned theories poorly
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781.
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84, 115.
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(41) Sear, R. P. Phys. Rev. Lett. 1996, 76, 2310.
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Figure 2. Gas-liquid binodals for a system of magnetic col-
loids + nonadsorbing polymer with q ) 0.5, λ ) 0.5 (top) and
λ ) 1.0 (bottom), and R ) 0 (solid line), R ) 2 (dashed line), and
R ) 106 (dotted line). Critical points are indicated by open circles;
straight lines represent node lines.

F ) FHS - 1
2vc

Nφ∫0

∞ C
r6

g0(r12)4πr12
2 dr12 )

FHS - 12NkTφγ (16)

Figure 3. Polymer concentrationφp* at the critical point versus
λ for q ) 0.5 and R ) 0 (solid line) or R ) 106 (dashed line).
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describe the behavior of strongly interacting particles
(λ > 1).

As λ is about 0.5 for most magnetite-based ferrofluids,
it is surprising that field-induced phase separation in these
ferrofluids has been so often reported.12-16 Even a very
high estimate of λ, taking a core diameter of 12 nm, a
surfactant thickness of 2 nm, and neglecting the non-
magnetic surface layer, gives a λ value of only 1.1. This
is too small to explain the observed field-induced insta-
bilities theoretically. Rather, these instabilities must be
attributed to polydispersity,43 the presence of small
aggregates,44-46 van der Waals attraction,47 the influence
of free oleic acid (dimers) which may act as a small
depletion-inducing polymer, or a combination thereof.
Indeed, in our experimental study24 on the phase behavior
of a high-quality ferrofluid, containing negligible ag-
gregates and free oleic acid, we found no phase separation
at any concentration and magnetic field strength. This is
in agreement with the theoretical prediction.

In several papers, the described procedure for preparing
magnetic fluids does not include removal of unreacted
oleic acid, thereby making the presence of free oleic acid
in those samples likely. If we consider free oleic acid dimers
(the main form in organic solvents) as a small polymer
with a radius of gyration of, say, 1 nm (q ) 1/7), the theory
described here predicts that a ferrofluid with a typical
concentration of φc ) 0.2 destabilizes in zero field at φp >
0.22, which corresponds to an excess oleic acid concentra-
tion of only 58 g L-1. This indicates the importance of

removing free oleic acid, or in fact any steric stabilizer,
to obtain stable ferrofluids.

4. Conclusions
By use of a combination of the “free volume approach”

for colloid-polymer mixtures and a perturbation theory
for dipolar hard spheres, the phase behavior of mixtures
of magnetic colloids and nonadsorbing polymers at several
magnetic field strengths was investigated. The polymer
induces an effective isotropic attraction between colloids,
the strength and range of which can be modified inde-
pendently from magnetic interaction. A magnetic field
modifies the dipolar interaction between colloids.

For colloids with magnetic interaction comparable to
that in commonly used magnetite-based ferrofluids (λ )
0.5, maximum attraction -1 kT), phase coexistence is only
found in the presence of polymer. Application of a magnetic
field promotes phase separation, but even at infinite field
strength the phase boundary shifts to only 17% lower
polymer concentrations. For higher interaction strength
(λ ) 1.0, maximum attraction -2 kT) the binodal is shifted
to approximately 41% lower polymer concentrations. This
strong dependence on λ must be borne in mind when
dealing with real ferrofluids, which may contain larger
particles because of polydispersity.

Field-induced instability of ferrofluid without polymer
was found only at λ > 1.62, but the significance of this
value is not without doubt, since the theory is formally
only valid for λ < 1.

The theory described here may hint at the effect of
unreacted surfactant in, for instance, oleic acid stabilized
ferrofluids. It was estimated that a concentration of 58 g
L-1 oleic acid may already destabilize a ferrofluid with a
volume fraction of 20%.
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